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The state of the world today is such that it can be described
at the brink of madness, as mentally aberrant as' at the indivi-
dual levelr atry person displaying an almost unconLrollable urge
for self-destruction. Turbulence on a global scale of tensions
and pressures constitutes the conEext in whieh we see increasing
manifestations of mental illness everywhere.

some of the worst victims are those that sane societies
profess to love the most, the children. When children grow up
with slaughter aI1 around them, it is difficult to teach them such
moral values as ttdo not Kill.tt In conflict-ridden societi-es, it
is very difficult to raise people with the mental strength to be
peace-loving.

The nain social causes of threat to the worldrs mental health
are at three fundamental levels: the disorderliness and violence
of our age; the intractability of international poverty and
inequality; and the rapidity of social change resulting from the
development process itself .

A permutation in the human eondition is required to overcome
the worldrs mental illness. For this to take place we will have
Eo develop a much greater capaci.ty to empathize with others who

are di-f f erent.
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I am very honoured at the anvltation to address the 1983

congress of the i{or1d Federation for }lental Health. Let me

first salute you on the occasion of your thirty-fj-fth
annj-versary. The federation has played a lead role in
stressing the vital mental dimensions of the fu11y who1e,

healthy and productj-ve individ.ual, a reminoer of that special
attribute which gj-ves humanklnd its intellectual remove from

the rest of the species" rn a crpwded, competitive and fragiie
world often seemingly bent on its self-destruction, sani ty aad

reason -- at least j-n a collectj-ve sense frequently seem to
be rare and precious commodities.

In my remark! rr*ere today, I do not intend to dwell on

various clinical manifestations of mental disorder. That is
really not my parJ-sh. I would instead like to examine the

mental health issue from the perspective of someone whose rnajor

preoccupations have been wj-th issues of peace and development.

rn doing sor r would like to take off from the view expressed

so well by your outgoing president in the December 1982 issue
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or the American Journal of ps chi-atry , where he observes that
the mentally i11, like the rest of us, "are imbed.ded. in social
and cultural contexts which shape behaviour as surely as it is
shaped by di-sease. " And beyond those who suffer major mental

disablement, in clinical terms, are the many hundred.s of
millions around the globe who are denj-ed an environment of
oignity, justice and civility necessary to the maintenance of
fu1l mental health.

One needs, however, to set mental health in its proper

context. And that context, in my view, is si-mply that of a

worrd at the brink of madness in the rarger ds mentally
aberrant ds, at the individual revel,' dfly person displayi_ng an

almost uncontrollable urge for self-destruction, an irrational
refusal to cure his sickness with available technology, and an

inexhaustible appetite f.or food and drink known to be noxious

and deadly to the system. rt makes almost a mockery of any

attempt to defj-ne menta] health and to determine the criteria
of mental normali-ty.

vari-ous studies of the state of the present and future
world the Brandt commission reports on development, the
Palme commission report on security and disarmament, the us

Government' s G1obal 2000 report and many others all say

essentially the same thing: we are at a "critical watershed

period in human history.',



But the situation is far more unstable and unpredictable

than these studies warn us of for virtually all of our

efforts to give us some kind of road map into the 21st century

have seriously underestimated the synergistic and unsettling
effect of change in our lives -- rapid, fund.amental and

unpreced.ented social and value changes throughout the world

today

Thi-s has set us into a situation of drift, fragmentation,

and uncertainty, both socially and politicalty, in alI
dimensions of human life and at all revels of society -- the

individual, the famiiy, the vi11age, the nation-state, regional
groupings, or the internatj-onal- system.

A11 soci-eties, the strong and the weak, are now exposed. to
many forces ano. processes beyond. their control. Thj-s has ted

us down the pathway to irrational"fears that we must somehow

learn to manage lest we regress to a level of barbarianism and

violence that wourd belie at1 of humanity's achievements and.

glories over the millenia.
One certain measure of the madness afflicting the world is

the shadow of nuclear annihilati-on which we have cast over

ourserves. ir{utua1 f ears and rivalry between the superpowers

has 1ed us to a situation in which we have lost political
control over the arms race. we simply cannot go on for another

20 or 30 years and expect to survi-ve precariously balanced on

the brink of atomic holocaust where we are now poised. Already
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we have a young generation who do not expect to live out their
natural life spanr drr outlook which is bound to have an impact

on their psyche.

Nor is our reliance on violence and arms limited to the

superpowers. We have some of the most impoverished states in
the world spending half their annual budgets on armaments.

Death squads are taken to be the solution to political
di-fferences. Ethnic and. religious tensions and. Malthusian

population pressures are flash points of sickening siaughter.

It is well for any third world. person to remind himself that
some 130 wars have been fought j-n developing countries since

World War II and most have been over internal di-fferences,

although these have been often aggravated by external

interventi-ons.

The readiness to use violence has been rej-nforced by

purveyors of arms who profi-t from our fears of one another. We

must somehow learn to manage our fears wi-thout constant resort
to violence and striking out at shadows.

A11 of this turbulence, on a global scale, of forces and

counter-forces, tensions anC pressures, constitutes the context

in whj-ch we see j-ncrealing manifestations of mental illness
around the worId..

For all the insanity that seems abroad in the world today,

it is instructive, f believe, to note that there have been a

few success stories communities or even whole societies in
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which the mental health of the population is relatively better
assured through gireater soci-a1 balance and more sympathetie

cultural attitudes, and where violence and crime are reasonably

under control. Japan, host nation of the united Nations

university, is a good case in point. Historically, Japan had

the cultural strength and coherence to selectj-vely adopt what

it felt was needed in adjusting to the realities and d.ictates
of the modern world. There j-s in Japan today remarkably little
street crimer particularly considering the high population

densities that so often breed aggression and violence,. one

walks the streets of Tokyo in perfect safety. To be sure,

Japanrs social success in providing a reasonably humane and

eguitable environment has come at some cost in cultural
isolation from the rest of the world; it is nonetheless a

nation and a culture well worth studying by the mental health
communi-ty.

Other inst.ances might be cited of places around. the world
in parts of Asia and Africa -- where the contributi_on of

traditions of mutual health within the community and of the
extended family has been cruci-al to maintenance of the
pyschological equilibrium of members of the family. Family
members who do become mentally afflicted. will often be

protected and cared for by the extended family.
But it must be emphasized that these sort of situations

tend very much to be the exception not the rule in so far as
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the prevalence of social causes of mentaf illness are

concerned.

Some of the worst victims are those that sane societies
profess to love and care for the most, the children. In

Kampuchea, children are taught how to shoot a rifle by age 10,

by age 72 they are on the battle lj-nes. The only world they,

and many other children around the world, have known and are

likely to know for the foreseeable future 1s one of slaughter

and violence. When such children are asked to draw pictures
showing thei-r vision of the future, they.draw images of
bombings, strafings and krllings. Other children have spent

stress-filled lives in camps for refugiees and displaced

Dersons

When children grow up wlth slaughter all around them, it
is di-fficult to teach them such mpral values as "do not ki11."
One major conclusion of a study of Palestinian and Israeli
chiloren was that in conflict-ridden societies, wj-th jingolstic

atti-tudes encouraged and chj-ldren victims of agig.ression, it
becomes very difficult to raise people with the mental strength

to be peace loving. The essential problem is how to grow up

sane i-n an i-nsane world

The mental health of children is also imperlled by various.

forms of child labour, chi-1d abuse, and child exploitation that
are as much a comment on the mental- health of the perpetrator
as that of the victim. Furthermore, it is not only the young
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children, but also their older brothers and sisters on the

brink of their adult careers whose mental health is seriously
threatened by the clrcumstances of today,s world. In many

parts of the world, the only career offered is an empty, lone1y

and brutal life -- with little hope of ever findlng a job or
productive niche in society. The hopelessness of many youths

has either turned them inward to drugs and the road to
self-destruction or outward to aggressiveness and violence.
The 1one1i-ness of such youths impels them to the viciousness

and destructiveness of the gangs. Overdevelopment in the North

ano underdeveropment in the south have combined to create a

situation where some tens of millions of youth face the

prospect of no jobs anywhere on the horizon. At the other

extreme is the existential empt.iness of the affluent consumer

society that also affects the state of mental health of the

young.

Pervasive and deep-rooted poverty is a major contributor
to mental irlness in the worrd and by all indicators poverty

as well as illiteracy will get worse as we move towards the

21st century. By the year 2000, it j-s estimated that some 800

million people wj-11 be living in absolute poverty. The

debilitating effects of maLnutrition among the poor increases

as it is passed from generati-on to generation, with normal

brain growth retarded by both pre-natal and post-natal
malnourishment. We are developing a whole underclass of
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physically and mentally stunted people in the world

incapable of relating to life in any productive sense. fs such

an underclass to be a permanent feature of modern society

and, if sor what will thj-s do to our poli-ti-cal systems? What

will it do to our sense of humani-ty and morality?

We have reached a state of human fo1ly where nations

stricken by hunger and poverty must pay as much as 5125 billion
a year on their debts despite stagnating economies, decli-ning

incomes, starving populations, and massj-ve unemployment in the

d.eveloping world, with continuing id.le prod.uction capacity in
the ind.ustrialized world.

In some regi-ons of the world we may well witness j-n the

next two d.ecades the collapse of whole economies, and even

states, leading to violence, civil strife, external
interventlon, mass exodus, annexalion and eventually the

rewriting of the political geography of that region.

Already we have a flood tide of human migration, millj-ons

of people across the globe pouring into crowded cities and

movinq across natj-ona1 and continental boundaries to the areas

of affluence and to the empty spaces of the world. In

addition, there are more than 16 million refug:ees adrift around

the world" This vast uprooting and resettlement of humanity

has led to massive cultural and ethnic interpenetratj-on on a

globa1 scale which is severely taxing social adjustment

mechanisms in both rich and poor nations. These have raised
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political, economic and cultural tensions leading t-o conflicts
that erupt along the fault lines of race, ethnicity and

religion, and not only that of class.

The flood of refugees and asylum and safe-haven seekers,

moreover, is increasingly a crushing burden on the third world.

The great flows in the past have been toward Europe and North

America. Today, by contrast, it is estimated that more than 90

per cent of those fleeing are found. in the d.eveJ-oping world,

and they are concentrated in the poorest of the developing

countries; the overwhelming majority of them wiIl remain there.

Migration can, of"course, Iead to cultural enrichment, but when

it is too large and too quick, as it is now, it simply

overtaxes and overwhelms adjustment mechanisms.

Experts have been predicting megalopolitan growth in third.

world cities with popurations upwards of 30 million by the end

of the century. I think it much more like1y that long before

we get to such sizes, the social systems of these urban areas

will have simply collapsed. Cities everywhere are already

stuffed to a stage of near unworkability, with conditions that
breed rag'e and violence. some of the f irst victi-rns again are

the children; one wHo study has estimatec that one out of every

three children in the urban slums of the third. world is
mentally disturbed in some fashion. what has been happening in
the ghettoes of first world cities is only a precursor of far
worse and more widespread trouble in the cities of the third
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world. violence, crj-minality, armed rebellion, and revolutj-on

have come to be seen as the only way of survival, the only

response to unbearable injusti_ce, negleet, oppression and a

sense of powerlessness.

First of all, I think we can discern the social causes of
the threat to the worldrs present and. future mental hearth at
three fundamental- levels.

First, there are the threats deeply embedd.ed in the

disorderliness, injustice and violence of our age, a world.

where the time seems out of joint. what is terrifyingly unique

about the present world sj-tuation is that the fact of rapid and.

fundamental social change has been combined with the build up

of a destructive capacity that can destroy all life. A

concerteo effort to work toward a saner society, at the

national and global level, is an essential condition of the

mental health of generations to come. we dare not forget our

cofirmon obligation to the future of humankind.

Second, apart from the question of our survival, the

greatest threat to mental health and a major breeder of mental
j-llness in terms of scale, intractability and. complexity, is
the international poverty and inequality that i-s the basis of
underdevelopment and much population movement.

Third, the rapidity of social change that results from the

development process, but is also autonomous, is a major source

of pressure on mental health; this is true of deveropi-ng and
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developed societles alike. The very rapi-d scientific and

technological advances characteristic of the past century has

alread.y put great stress on the adjustment capacity of
inoividuars and societies and this seems bound to increase

almost exponentially. we very much need to enhance our

individual and collective capability for resilience in oroer to
cope with the impact of rapid ano pervasive social and cultural
change.

These then are the three levels at which we must mount our

attack on the social causes of mental illness. All three are

obviously closely interrelated, for much of the viorence and

injustice of our time is bred in the poverty and misery of the
many millions who 1j-ve in a state of underd.evelopment that must

be overiome.

rn coping wrth mental health. problems at these three
levelsr we will somehow have to devise more humane,

compassionate and. just systems of social organizati-ons and

giovernance that enhance and not impede the capacity of the

human race to deal creatj-vely with rapid change. Thj-s will
call for efforts at rebuildi-ng community life and the

strengthening of social solidarity to combat the

depersonalization, isolation and atomization of so much of
modern urban existence. We need better social- arrangements and

insti-tutions to deal with the protection of the most vulnerable
agai-nst the lonelj-ness and uncertainty experienced, sdy, by
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rural women newly arrived in the city. We will require

alternative urban strategies, new and more sustainable

urban-rural configurations that will help reduce the human cost

and mental strain caused by structural change. We need to give

support to various voluntary organizations, either traditional
or new, whj-ch might help individuals adjust to radj-ca1 changes

in their familiar life situations and their value systems. New

social- poli-cies are required to help prevent an increase in
mental illness resulting from both the lack of d.evelopment or

the disorientations that accompany rapid development.

There is, for example, the cruel mental toll that
malnutrition exacts from children condemni-ng them, Lf they

survive at all, to a life of mental apathy, social wj-thdrawal

and educational failure. As we seek to attack malnourishment,

we need to keep in mind that aparf from any programme of
supplementary feeding, early mental stimulation wil] also be

required. Health ministries, for example, rarely consider the

importance of sensory sti-mulation to the growth of the mind,

by, sdy, budgeting for low-cost eye glasses for poor children
with sight defects.

In another area there is the question of, housing.

Low-cost housing projects have led in many instances to the

break up of the extended family and the psychological support

system it provi-ded. They have also impacted negatively on

employment opportunities in the informal sector and on the

i
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maintenance of community spirit and patterns of mutual, he1p.

For lack of proper pranning and by externalizi-ng social and

human cost we have paid a high price in human stress.
rt i-s now obvious that there is a need either to build

low-cost housing containingi community areas and. three
generation homes or to make arrang:ements whereby the t.hird.

generation can be housed in the nei-ghbourhood. This is a

particurarly important concern 1n light of the so-called.

"greying of society," in which it has been estimated that about

one-tenth of the vrorld population in the year 2000 will be over

60 years of age. This trend is already taxing the social
service capacities of giovernments. Correctly d.esigned housing

could help relieve the social costs of taking care of the
elderly as well as young chj-ldren.

The greyj-ng of society also raises the profound question
of increased 1ej-sure tj-me. Mental deterioration i-s not any

inevitable accompaniment to the aging process. But fear,
i-solation, loneliness, and a sense of being a useless buroen

can bring on mental problems. There is need. to think about

securj-ty and recreation facil-j-tj-es that might be provlded. in
low-cost housing or facilities for other socially producti-ve

use for the elder1y.

rn yet another arear w€ have observed that as migrants

move i-nto the citi-es, they often rely for help in adjusting and

finding jobs on groups of people organized either in patterns

t\
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of kj-nship or regional soli-darity. Voluntary organizations

like this should be part of any systems that aims to help deal

with the stresses of development.

!{e need more effective ways of helping individua}s and

famiiies to cope with the wrenching pain of separation,

isolation, disorientation and loss of identi-ty resulting from

the collapse of famlliar life situations and value

configurations, a tragic syndrome affecting the many miiiions
who reave their home vilrages or home lancs as well as the

millions who are left behind. Two kinds of families have been

identified as being particularly prone to mental health
problems incomplete families and famili-es und.er the stress

of i1l-ness, separation or other strain, obviously the sort of
families resultrnq in many instances from migration.

rn the end., of course, it is the enhancement of resiij-ence

-- both of groups and. of individuals through a continuing
j-adivid.ual and col-lective social learning process that will
help them cope with the inevitable stress that arises from

rapid social change. such an enhanced. social learning capacity

of individuars and socleties will increase the capacity of our

cuitures and institutions for conti-nuous re-interpretation and

adaption and creative flexibility without ross of sense of
identity and pri-de.

But there should also be opportunities for development of
the inner resources of the human spirit through the arts,

t
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through rerigion, through the ability to 1augh. widening and

institutionalizing the range of channers for expressi-on, in
community, would enhance resil-ience and the capaclty to
maintain mental health under the stresses of development and

change. It will also strengthen the sense of essential values

and the structure of meaning that people require to maintain

their own orientation and sense of authenticity and their own

orientation. These are socio-cultural questions that the

mental- health community, by and large, has not devoted much

time to -- yet they are essenti-al to the achievement and

maintenance of mental health in a period of rapid social
change.

The increasingly

of popuiation densi+,y

constant narrowing oi

crcwdeo ci-ties further rai se the

personal sppce. This is bound to lead to
stress especialJ-y in soci-eties where privacy and

inoividualism are highly valued. Learning +-o develop our inner
space to compensate for ioss of external space will involve
calling on those same inner resources of the human spirit to
enhance our capacity to find beauty and truth and to enjoy them

l-n the tranquiiity of the sou1. what r have in nino here

approaches the Augustinian p J-ea, " i-nguietum est cor nostrum,

donec reguiescat in te" "our heart cannot be quieted until
it may find repose in thee. " rt seems to me that unless we

and how we wiil be abie to 1j-ve

problem

ina
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make some such quest in a highly crowded worldr w€ run the risk
of turning out like Sk:_nnerrs famous rats.

But it is really only a very few peopre the artists,
the writer, the mystic -- who can develop the structures of
self-directed living on their own. Most of us do not have that
capacj-ty. rt is the larger environment, whj-ch we all shape,

that provides the structure of meaning for most of us. Thus

the degree of mental heait.h in the wor1d, r believe, will
urtimately be determined by the cultural- and ecological
environment we share together. seen in this light, mental

health might be. defined as the furi capacity to development and

realize oneself in communitv.

As human beings are thrown back more and 'more on thej-r own

inner resources, in the context of changing life situations,
many are respondi-nE wlth renewed rellgiosity. This response

can take two basj-c, and very differing, d.irections, each with a

profound impact on society, one di-rection is a flight into
familiar religious rituals, legalisms or moraj certitude. The

second i-s a more creative response that is the translation of
the transcendental meaning of hunan existence into soci-al 1ife.
Reflecting an awareness of the end of tire long process of
secularization and the beginning of the return of the sacred,

this could also be the begi-nnings of a revitalization of a

major source of social, cultural and moral creativity and

innovation.

6
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The human being is a constantly evolving organism,

mentally and physically. The answers that we supply in the

next few decades will determine whether thi-s evolution moves us

backwards to a new barbariani-sm or forward to a peaceful,

humane, equitable and mentally vigorous and creative future.
We wiil need to frno answers to questions like:

How can we learn to manage our fears about those who

seem di-fferent from us and come to recognize the essentlal
humanity in ail of us?

- How can we live in a world in whi-ch plurali_stic hopes

and values flourish, and stili maintain the social coherence

and moral foundati-ons for heaithy Erowth?

How can we learn to iive wit.hout the compulsion of
needing enemies in this crowded and fragj_1e wor1d, a notion

that we have lived with, and quite logi_cally, since the first
moments of human evolution?

That is aski-ng a iot, but we really seem to have no other

choice in a global society which has permitted its evolution to
the present point of intolerabre injustice, hunger and poverty

of millions, brind and savag.e vj-olence, and the ability to
extinguish itsel-f and all life on earth. our abi-lity to deal

with our problems rationally, to excuse evil on grounds of
economic convenience, ethnic homogeneity or ideological purity,
is, in my view, a manifestation of mental illness.
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Wars down through the centuries have brought us many

horrors -- but they have also been the occasion to bring out

some of the best in humankind.. But war is all finished., it
must be all finished given the destructive capacities of the

weaponry we have burlt for ourselves. Do we then have the

socialJ-y innovative drive anC tqe spirlt to develop an

arternative to war to take those energies now devotec to
belligerency ano channel them into an effort to overcome

poverty, end mi-sery and injustice, and halt our use of viorence

and cease our destruction of the environment? Their is a

salring in Javanese which somehcw captures the notion of what is
needed: "itlamayu Hayun Bawono" -- which is to say, "to bring
ou-' the beauty of the world."

For this kind of permutation to take p]-ace i-n the human

condi-tj-on, we will simply have to"de.relop a much greater
capacity to empathize with others who are d.ifferent --
different ages, different colours, d.ifferent sex and different
cultural, social and ideological views. rf one definition of
men'ual health j-s the capacity to develop in community the

social responsibility in the search for mental health -- then

an equaliy absolute condition of ful1 mental well-being is the

capacitlr to love, to give and to share, the personal

responsibi-lity in the search. Iv1ental health thus needs to be

seen across the continuum from the indi-vidual to the collective
which defines the state of the human condition.
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To acqr:-i=e this capacity to love one another across our

differences, like all human relations, requires time -- ano

time is *,-he scarcest commodity j-n thi-s rapidly changing wor1d.

But as Barbara Ward said.r w€ will have to learn to love one

another r or we will all perish. I am also reminded of the old

story of the man who was told. by his gardener that new trees in
his garden would take 50 years to mature to whi-ch he

replied, "Well, then plant them this afternoon." We too must

begin, together, to plant this afternoon.

It is well too to remind ourselves that the present

rapioi-ty and vastness of changer a.s disturbing as it may be,

al-so contains the potential for a better society, if we but

take up the challenge. The time may well be oirt of joint, but

we cannot, like Hamiet, curse 'uhe f act that we were born to set

it right for it is our responsibility to the future. If we

can harness science and technology for creatj-ve purposes, if we

can learn to manage our fears, if we can learn not to see the

world in terms of them and us, and Lf, above all, we can

achieve a clearer awareness of the essence of humanity, then we

can hope to turn the corner toward a much brighter and just

world.

A11 this will be no easy task but it is tirne we began

alerting the global society that as disconcerting and troubling
as change is, it 1s a normal part of development and growth.

It is better to 1et people know that things are going to hurt

I 19
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for a while before they get better. Alfred North whitehead's '-.

words are very pertinent here:

"It is the business of the future to be
d.angerous.... The major advances in civilization
are processes that all but wreck the societies
in which they occur. "

A recognition that somewhere ahead there could be a

greater good arising from the present turmoi_l could be very

important in keeping alive in the human conscj-ousness the flame

of hope. Hope is an immensely important commod.ity, it is the

very stuff of which human resilience j-s created.. In moving

beyond the purely welfare and curative aspects of mental health

-- however important they may be -- we need to keep in mind the

potential there i-s for a better society if we can but imbue our

efforts with the right dream and with persi-stence. Thls we

cannot leave to government or to internationai agencies. Each

of us has the indlvidual task of strj-ving for a saner, less

violence prone and more just world. Each of us can be

messengrers of hope.

At the United Nations Uni-versitlz we have no speci-fic

projects on mental health -- but, in a very real sense,

concerns for improvement of the mental health of the g1oba1

community thread through all our work, whether it is devoted to
peace and confli-ct resolution, development in a changing wor1d,

or science and technology in the cause of human advancement.

Those are the three major thrusts of the work of the University
and r think they can be seen as very closely allied to the
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three levels of socially rooted threat to the global status of
mental health whi-ch f perceive that is, violence and

injustice, underdevelopment, and the disorientation of rapid

social growth. Let me also say that we now have a very direct
personal link to the World Federation for Mental Health. I
began my remarks with reference to your outgoing president, Dr.

Brody. Let me close with a few words about ycur

President-elect, Dr. Aldaba-Lim, for she comes to your

leadership virtually direct from six years service to the

united Nations universlty as a member of our governing council.
The University greatly benefited from the wisdom, acuity and

compassion she brought to her responsibiiities and, of course,

like all former council members r w€ consj-der Her very much a

member of the UNU family. I am sure the World Federatj-on will-
be kept well appraised of areas of common concern wit'h the UNU.

Tf humankind is to keep off the pathway toward

barbariani-sm and a new dark ages without hope, w€ will_ need

much love and compassion and empathy and these are

commodities that yotr, who work with the mentally i11, have in
ample share. I feel humble before you in addressing any

prescriptlons. Your wil1j-ngness to give of yourseives to help

our less fortunate fellow companions on this planet is a

precious value in this consumer-oriented, "me-first" world we

Iive in. Yours is the sort of experience that will be badly

needed in helping a1l of us to think together about ways to
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search for mental health -- both persona1l1, and

Thank you very much and I wish thj-s Congrress

facilitate the

in community.

much success.

*****
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